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lower priority devices.) Read/write operations
are typically handled by a completion queue,
which is similar to a first-in first-out (FIFO)
buffer. Whenever a portion of a write operation
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is completed, the completed portion is added to
a write operation completion queue. A work
queue for read operations is typically analogous
to a read-ahead FIFO buffer. Hosts may be
configured to write data to a particular target
device, including data that has not yet been
written into the FIFO buffers of the various
target devices. This is referred to as write
buffering. A “completion queue” (sometimes
also referred to as a “write operations
completion queue”) is a queue that contains
pending write operations. The completion
queue is typically implemented in a “write
back” arrangement, in which the host keeps the
target device informed of the progress of the
write operations by informing the target device
of the completion of write operations before the
storage device has completed writing the
operations to non-volatile memory. “Work
queues” (sometimes also referred to as “read
queues”) are queues that contain pending
reads. A read operation refers to a command
issued by the host device that specifies that the



target device should process data. It may be
supported by the target device to
simultaneously perform data transfer (read
operation) while device processes the
command. The work queue is the memory
location that contains the pending requests
(command) to perform the read. “Completion
queues” are queues that contain pending I/O
operations, such as write operations, read
operations, block erase operations, etc. A “write
queue” is the memory location that contains
pending write operations. A “read queue” is the
memory location that contains pending read
operations. A “block erase queue” is the
memory location that contains pending block
erase operations. Two types of error detection
in I/O controllers are device check error and
storage block parity error. Device check error
typically occurs after an I/O operation is started
and is known in advance. During the I/O
operation, the device itself can perform an error
detection (device check error) on its own. The
storage block parity error is typically detected



after a data transfer operation is completed. A
data transfer operation can be a read operation,
a write operation, a write-ver 04aeff104c
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